EDU European Dart Union
EDU European Championship 2022 – Benidorm - Spain
Saturday 11.06.2022
Tournament Nr. 1- 2 Warm Up Single Men/Women 501 MO
Time: 4 pm - Play modus: 501 Master out - Double Elimination and best 2 out of 3. All EDU players, with exception of those
who play at some other tournament in the same time, can participate. Starting order: A diddle will determine who starts
first, second, etc., in the game. When diddling, the dart that is closest to the center will determine the winning dart. The
winner starts the 1st leg and then reverses the order.
Tournament Nr. 3 Championsleague Team final tournament
Time: 5 pm - Play modus: 501 DO & Cricket / Single Elimination 8 Teams. Only qualified Teams are entitled to play the
Champions League final. Only players who have played in at least one match of the qualification rounds held at the
Champions League tournament during the EDU Rankings can participate in this event.
Tournament Nr. 4-5 Open Single Men/Women 501 MO.
Time: 7 pm - Play modus: 501 Master out - Double Elimination and best 2 out of 3.
All EDU players, with exception of those who play at some other tournament in the same time, can participate. Starting
order: A diddle will determine who starts first, second, etc., in the game. When diddling, the dart that is closest to the center
will determine the winning dart. The winner starts the 1st leg and then reverses the order.

Sunday 12.06.2022
Tournament Nr. 6 EDU Eurocup – Team event Category A
Time 9 am Play modus: 501 DO. Groups & Single Elimination tournament plan
Tournament Nr. 7 EDU Eurocup – Team event Category B
Time 9 am Play modus: 501 MO. Groups & Single Elimination tournament plan
Tournament Nr. 8 EDU Eurocup – Team event Category C
Time 9 am Play modus: 501 SO. Groups & Single Elimination tournament plan
Tournament Nr. 9 EDU Eurocup – Team event Ladies
Time 9 am Play modus: 501 MO. Groups & Single Elimination tournament plan
Rules and eligibility requirements EDU Eurocup Team event
ATTENTION: The Eurocup Team events will be subject to additional detailed rules corresponding to the control of the
categories and the method of registration of the teams. These rules will be published before the events in Benidorm
participation conditions.
All EDU players in a team must have the license from the same player association. A team consists a minimum of 4 and a
maximum of 6 players. In one Eurocup team a maximum of two players from the national team are allowed. The player with
the highest category determines the level of the team.
The match will be played in the Davis Cup system: (in the Round robin group - 4 singles and 1 double match freeze rule - in
the single elimination (k.o.) tournament plan - 8 singles and 1 double match. The team wins 5 set first go in the next round.
Starting order and course: Before starting the match, the 4 single players must be filled in the score sheet. The composition
of the doubles can be defined before the start of the doubles. During a match players can’t be replaced. It’s allowed to have
two substitutes but they can’t be exchanged during a running match. The match will be best 2 out of 3. A diddle will
determine who starts first, second, etc., in the game. When diddling, the dart that is closest to the center will determine the
winning dart. The winner starts the 1st leg and then reverses the order.
Play mode doubles: 1st leg – 2 player Team A vs. 2 player Team B, 2nd leg – the other 2 player Team A vs. the other 2 player
Team B, if 3rd leg needed: winner Team A vs. winner Team B.

Tournament Nr. 10 EDU European Championship Wheelchair Single 301 SO.
Time: 11 am - Play mode: 301 Single out - Double Elimination best of 5. The authority to play for the title European
Champion is only for players who have a valid EDU license from their national EDU member. Additional the players need a
valid citizenship from their home country. Starting order: A diddle will determine who starts first, second, etc., in the game.
When diddling, the dart that is closest to the center will determine the winning dart. The winner starts the 1st leg and then
reverses the order. Same sequence at 3 out of 5.
Tournament Nr. 11-12 Open Single Men/Women 301 MO.
Time: 2 pm - Play modus: 301 Master out - Double Elimination and best 2 out of 3.
All EDU players, with exception of those who play at some other tournament in the same time, can participate. Starting
order: A diddle will determine who starts first, second, etc., in the game. When diddling, the dart that is closest to the center
will determine the winning dart. The winner starts the 1st leg and then reverses the order.

Monday 13.06.2022
Tournament Nr. 13-14 EDU European Championship Single Men/Women Cricket
Time: 11 am - Play modus: Cricket - Double Elimination and best 2 out of 3----semifinals winner and loser round + final 3
out of 5. The authority to play for the title European Champion are only for players they have a valid EDU license from their
national EDU member. Additional the players need a valid citizenship from his home country. Starting order: A diddle will
determine who starts first, second, etc., in the game. When diddling, the dart that is closest to the center will determine the
winning dart. The winner starts the 1st leg and then reverses the order. Same sequence at 3 out of 5.
Tournament Nr. 15 EDU European Championship Doubles Wheelchair 301 Single out.
Time: 12 am - Play modus: 301 Single out out – 2 Display/Team - Double Elimination and best 3 out of 5. The authority to
play for the title European Champion are only for players they have a valid EDU license from their national EDU member.
Additional the players need a valid citizenship from their same home country. Starting order: A diddle will determine who
starts first, second, etc., in the game. When diddling, the dart that is closest to the center will determine the winning dart.
The winner team starts the 1st leg and then reverses the order. Same sequence at 3 out of 5.
Tournament Nr. 16-17 Open Single Men/Women 501 MO.
Time: 2 pm - Play modus: 501 Master out - Double Elimination and best 2 out of 3.
All EDU players, with exception of those who play at some other tournament in the same time, can participate. Starting
order: A diddle will determine who starts first, second, etc., in the game. When diddling, the dart that is closest to the center
will determine the winning dart. The winner starts the 1st leg and then reverses the order.
Tournament Nr. 18 Open Doubles DYP (" Draw Your Partner")501 M.O
Time: 9 pm - Play modus: 501 Master out – 1 Display/Team - Double Elimination and best 2 out of 3 All EDU players, with
exception of those who play at some other tournament in the same time, can participate. Starting order: A diddle will
determine which team starts first, in first the game. When diddling, the dart that is closest to the center will determine the
winning dart. The winner team starts the 1st leg and then reverses the order.

Tuesday 14.06.2022
Tournament Nr. 19-20 EDU European Championship Doubles Men/Women 501 DO.
Time: Men 09 am / Women 09:30 am - Play modus: 501 Double out – 2 Display/Team - Double Elimination and best 2 out
of 3 semifinals winner and loser round + final 3 out of 5. The authority to play for the title European Champion are only for
players they have a valid EDU license from their national EDU member. Additional the players need a valid citizenship from
their same home country. Starting order: A diddle will determine who starts first, second, etc., in the game. When diddling,
the dart that is closest to the center will determine the winning dart. The winner team starts the 1st leg and then reverses
the order. Same sequence at 3 out of 5.
Tournament Nr. 21 Open Doubles Juniors Boys/Girls (U-16Years) 501 S.O.
Time: 12 am - Play modus: 501 Single out – 2 Display/Team - Double Elimination and best 2 out of 3 All EDU players, with
exception of those who play in some other tournament at the same time, can participate, provided they are born after the
18.06.2006. Starting order: A diddle will determine who starts first, in the first game. When diddling, the dart that is closest
to the center will determine the winning dart. The winner team starts the 1st leg and then reverses the order.

Tournament Nr. 22 Open Doubles Juniors Boys/Girls (U-19Years) 501 M.O.
Time: 12 am - Play modus: 501 Master out – 2 Display/Team - Double Elimination and best 2 out of 3 All EDU players, with
exception of those who play in some other tournament at the same time, can participate, provided they are born after the
18.06.2003. Starting order: A diddle will determine who starts first, in the first game. When diddling, the dart that is closest
to the center will determine the winning dart. The winner team starts the 1st leg and then reverses the order.
Tournament Nr. 23 Open Triple Mixed 701 MO.
Time: 1 pm - Play modus: 701 Master out – 1 Display/Team - Double Elimination and best 2 out of 3
Only for EDU players not participating in another tournament Starting order: ATTENTION: The Ladies always diddle and
start the leg. A diddle will determine who starts first, second, etc., in the game. When diddling, the dart that is closest to the
center will determine the winning dart. The winner team starts the 1st leg and then reverses the order.

Tournament Nr. 24-25 Open Single Men/Women 301 MO.
Time: 3 pm - Play modus: 301 Master out - Double Elimination and best 2 out of 3. All EDU players, with exception of those
who play at some other tournament in the same time, can participate. Starting order: A diddle will determine who starts
first, second, etc., in the game. When diddling, the dart that is closest to the center will determine the winning dart. The
winner starts the 1st leg and then reverses the order.

Wednesday 15.06.2022
Tournament Nr. 26 – 27 EDU European Championship Nationcup Men/Women 501 DO.
Time: 9 am - Play modus: 501 Double out and best 2 out of 3. The tournament system depends on the number of registered
teams group matches or singles or doubles ko tournament schedule)
Eligible to play at the Team Championship are just EDU players who are registered in the sign-up form of the national team
and not participating in another tournament

Tournament Nr. 26 EDU Nation Cup Juniors U-19 Years (Team event) 501 MO.
Time: 10 am - Play modus: 501 Master out - Double Elimination
Eligible to play at the Team Championship are just EDU players who are registered in the sign-up form of the national team
and not participating in another tournament
This tournament is restricted to only players who are born after the 18.06.2003
National Team – Term and Conditions:
All national associations are responsible for the registration of their national teams and must announce by 1 June 2022
by e-mail to the office of the EDU (roger.volken@rhone.ch) whether they will provide a national team for the European
Championship.
The list of names of the national players must be handed in to the tournament management before the start of the
Eurocup competition (Saturday 11 June 2022).
ATTENTION: In case of late submission of reports of the national teams, an administrative penalty of Euro 200.00 must be
paid to the EDU.
Only Teams with correct filled registrations will be entitled to participate on the tournament. On-site changes in the
registration may only be amended with reasonable exception, but only prior the Eurocup team event began. Only players
they are filled in the registration form and are not participating in another tournament are allowed to play in the National
Team. The authority to play in the National Teams are only for players they have a valid EDU license from their national EDU
member. At the National Team all EDU players, with exception of those who play in some other tournament at the same
time, can participate. In the national team U-19 only players born after 18.06.2003 may participate. Additional the players
need a valid citizenship from their same home country. A team consists a minimum of 4 and maximum of 10 players. A
player of the national team must not have category A, it's assessed to the achieved category of the player. The group
drawing will be the day before the start of the competition in the presence of the national team captains. The 1st - 4th
placed teams of the last European Championships are seeded.

Starting order: At the beginning one player from each team will diddle. The winner of diddle is Team A, the loser is Team B.
The players of Team A stay on their allocated Dart boards during the whole game. The further course of the game is marked
on the score sheet. Every game will diddle and the winner starts the 1st leg and then reverses the order.
Course: It will be played a maximum of 16 Single matches and 1 Double match (freeze rule) – best 9 out of 17. Before
starting, the 4 single players and the substitutes will be registered on the score sheet. The composition of the doubles can be
defined at the start of the doubles. During a match 2 players can be replaced. When a player is replaced in a match, he may
not be exchanged for the running match. He can play again in the next match. It will be played best 2 out of 3.

Play mode Doubles: 1st leg – 2 player Team A vs. 2 player Team B, 2nd leg – the other 2 player Team A vs. the other 2
player Team B, if 3rd leg needed: winner Team A vs. winner Team B.

Tournament Nr. 29-30 Open Single Men/Women 501 MO.
Time: 11 am - Play modus: 501 Master out - Double Elimination and best 2 out of 3. All EDU players, with exception of
those who play at some other tournament in the same time, can participate. Starting order: A diddle will determine who
starts first, second, etc., in the game. When diddling, the dart that is closest to the center will determine the winning dart.
The winner starts the 1st leg and then reverses the order.
Tournament Nr. 31 EDU European Championship Triple Mixed 701 MO
Time: 6 pm - Play modus: 701 Master out – 1 Display/Team - Double Elimination and best 2 out of 3 semifinals winner
and loser round + final 3 out of 5. All National team players are allowed to play even they are still playing in the Nation cup
tournament. The authority to play for the title European Champion are only for players they have a valid EDU license from
their national EDU member. Additional the players need a valid citizenship from their same home country. Starting order:
ATTENTION: The Ladies always diddle and start the leg. A diddle will determine who starts first, second, etc., in the game.
When diddling, the dart that is closest to the center will determine the winning dart. The winner team starts the 1st leg and
then reverses the order. Same sequence at 3 out of 5.
Tournament Nr. 32-33 Open Single Men/Women 501 MO.
Time: 8 pm - Play modus: 501 Master out - Double Elimination and best 2 out of 3.
All EDU players, with exception of those who play at some other tournament in the same time, can participate. Starting
order: A diddle will determine who starts first, second, etc., in the game. When diddling, the dart that is closest to the center
will determine the winning dart. The winner starts the 1st leg and then reverses the order.

Thursday 16.06.2022
Tournament Nr. 34-35 Open Single Men/Women 501 MO.
Time: 10 am- Play modus: 501 Master out - Double Elimination and best 2 out of 3. All EDU players, with exception of
those who play at some other tournament in the same time, can participate. Starting order: A diddle will determine who
starts first, second, etc., in the game. When diddling, the dart that is closest to the center will determine the winning dart.
The winner starts the 1st leg and then reverses the order.
Tournament Nr. 36-37 Open Single Juniors Boys/Girls (U-16 Years) 501 S.O.
Time: 12 am- Play modus: 501 Single out - Double Elimination and best 2 out of 3. All EDU players, with exception of those
who play in some other tournament at the same time, can participate, provided they are born after the 18.06.2006. Starting
order: A diddle will determine who starts first, second, etc., in the game. When diddling, the dart that is closest to the center
will determine the winning dart. The winner starts the 1st leg and then reverses the order. If more than 5 girls will registered
in this tournament than the girls and boys play in a separately tournament schedule. (girls/boys)
Tournament Nr. 38-39 Open Single Juniors Boys/Girls (U-19 Years) 501 M.O.
Time: 12 am - Play modus: 501 Master out - Double Elimination and best 2 out of 3 All EDU players, with exception of
those who play in some other tournament at the same time, can participate, provided they are born after the 18.06.2003..
Starting order: A diddle will determine who starts first, second, etc., in the game. When diddling, the dart that is closest to
the center will determine the winning dart. The winner starts the 1st leg and then reverses the order. If more than 5 girls will
registered in this tournament than the girls and boys play in a separately tournament schedule. (girls/boys)

Tournament Nr. 40 EDU European Championship Doubles Mixed 501 D.O
Time: 5 pm - Play modus: 501 Double out – 1 Display/Team - Double Elimination and best 2 out of 3 semifinals winner
and loser round + final 3 out of 5. The authority to play for the title European Champion are only for players they have a
valid EDU license from their national EDU member. Additional the players need a valid citizenship from their same home
country. Starting order: ATTENTION: The Ladies always diddle and start the leg. A diddle will determine who starts first,
second, etc., in the game. When diddling, the dart that is closest to the center will determine the winning dart. The winner
team starts the 1st leg and then reverses the order. Same sequence at 3 out of 5.

Tournament Nr. 41-42 Open Single Men/Women 301 MO.
Time: 8 pm - Play modus: 301 Master out - Double Elimination and best 2 out of 3. All EDU players, with exception of those
who play at some other tournament in the same time, can participate. Starting order: A diddle will determine who starts
first, second, etc., in the game. When diddling, the dart that is closest to the center will determine the winning dart. The
winner starts the 1st leg and then reverses the order.

Friday 17.06.2022
Tournament Nr. 43-44 EDU European Championship Single Men/Women 501 DO.
Time: Men 09 am/Women 10 am - Play mode: 501 Double out - Double Elimination best of 3. The authority to play for the
title European Champion is only for players who have a valid EDU license from their national EDU member. Additional the
players need a valid citizenship from their home country. The players U19/16 that are still playing when tournament number
45/46 and number 47/48 starts, are allowed to participate in both tournament at the same time. Starting order: A diddle
will determine who starts first, second, etc., in the game. When diddling, the dart that is closest to the center will determine
the winning dart. The winner starts the 1st leg and then reverses the order. Same sequence at 3 out of 5.
The tournament will count for the Ranking tournament.
Tournament System EDU EC Single Men
The qualification round will be played 501 Double out – Double Elimination and best 2 out of 3 legs The last (best) 8 men (4
winner round + 4 loser round) play in the following play off K.O. mode. In the first round of the play off mode the players
from the loser round start with handicap 0:1 sets. Before starting the play off mode, the players from the winner round draw
their opponents from the loser round.
Play Off Mode: Best of 3 Sets, Best of 5 Legs
Match start: 1 Dart on the Bull (Diddle) decides the order in the sets and legs, Winner starts with set 1 Loser with set 2, and
so on.
Tournament System EDU EC Single Women
The qualification round will be played 501 Double out – Double Elimination and best 2 out of 3 legs The last (best) 4 women
(2 winner round +2 loser round) play in the following play off K.O. mode. In the first round of the play off mode the players
from the loser round start with handicap 0:1 sets. Before starting the play off mode, the players from the winner round draw
their opponents from the loser round.
Play Off Mode: Best of 3 Sets, Best of 5 Legs
Match start: 1 Dart on the Bull (Diddle) decides the order in the sets and legs, Winner starts with set 1 Loser with set 2, and
so on.

Tournament Nr. 45-46 EDU European Championship Single Juniors Boys/Girls (U-16 Years) 501 SO.
Time: 1 pm- Play modus: 501 Single out - Double Elimination and best 2 out of 3. semifinals winner and loser round + final
3 out of 5. All EDU players, provided they are born after the 18.06.2006. U16 players they are still playing in the EC single
tournament 43/44 are allowed to in script and play in this tournament. Additional the players need a valid citizenship from
his home country.
Starting order: A diddle will determine who starts first, in the first game. When diddling, the dart that is closest to the center
will determine the winning dart. The winner team starts the 1st leg and then reverses the order. Same sequence at 3 out of
5.
Tournament Nr. 47-48 EDU European Championship Single Juniors Boys/Girls (U-18 Years) 501 MO.
Time: 1 pm- Play modus: 501 Master out - Double Elimination and best 2 out of 3. semifinals winner and loser round +
final 3 out of 5. All EDU players, provided they are born after the 18.06.2003. U19 players they are still playing in the EC
single tournament 43/44 are allowed to in script and play in this tournament. Additional the players need a valid citizenship
from his home country.
Starting order: A diddle will determine who starts first, in the first game. When diddling, the dart that is closest to the center
will determine the winning dart. The winner team starts the 1st leg and then reverses the order. Same sequence at 3 out of
5.

Tournament Nr. 49-50 Open Single Men/Women 301 MO.
Time: 2 pm - Play modus: 301 Master out - Double Elimination and best 2 out of 3. All EDU players, with exception of those
who play at some other tournament in the same time, can participate. Starting order: A diddle will determine who starts
first, second, etc., in the game. When diddling, the dart that is closest to the center will determine the winning dart. The
winner starts the 1st leg and then reverses the order.
Dress code and flow trace for the official tournament finals played on the stage
For all official tournament finals they will be played on the stage following dress code is duty for the players:
Long trousers, closed shoes, T shirt with slaves.
In National team tournament the players must wear uniform outerwear.
Prohibited are Flip Flops or bathing shoes and T shirts without slaves
Official tournament finals are:
Single and Double tournaments:
EC Single 501 Men/Women/Juniors U16 Boys - Girls/Juniors U19 Boys – Girls
EC Single Cricket Men/Women
EC 501 Double Men/Women/ EC Double Mix
Team tournaments:
Champions League / Eurocup /National Teams Men /Women /Juniors/EC Triple Mixed
ATTENTION: Players and Teams they are not following the dress code are not allowed to play the final match. To be sure,
the player can ask the tournament director before the match is announced if his dress code is equates the rule. Players their
dress code is not equates the rules they have to change their dress code before the final match is starting. The tournament
direction will announce the final players 10 minutes before the final match is starting to the walk in place. Every delay of 10
minutes can to result in a penalty of “one leg lost” for the missing player or team..
Every final player can through 9 practice darts before the match is starting.
During the final match on the stage alcohol drinks are strictly forbidden.
Dress code for the official tournaments at the price giving ceremony
Players or Teams they are announced at the price giving ceremony to come on the stage and pick up the price for an official
tournament need following dress code.
Long trousers, closed shoes and T – shirts with slaves.
In National team tournament the players must wear uniform outerwear.
Prohibited are Flip Flops or bathing shoes and T shirts without slaves
Official tournament finals are:
Single and Double tournaments:
EC Single 501 Men/Women/Juniors U16 Boys - Girls/Juniors U19 Boys – Girls
EC Single Cricket Men/Women
EC 501 Double Men/Women/ EC Double Mix
Team tournaments:
Champions League / Eurocup /National Teams Men /Women /Juniors/EC Triple Mixed
ATTENTION: Players they are not following the dress code are not allowed to participate at the price giving ceremony for the
official tournaments. To be sure, the player can ask the tournament director before the price giving is starting if his dress
code is equates the rule. Players their dress code is not equates the rules they have to change their dress code before the get
announced in the price giving.
Players they can’t take personally their price at the ceremony are not allowed to be substituted by colleges or other players
on the stage and pick up the trophy. Not picked up Trophies can fetched also from substitute team member after the
ceremony.
The EDU board reserves the right for rule adaptions in short term if necessary.
SCHEDULE IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE

Rules in original its German language text
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